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Abstract

Designing a Control Simulator involves many difficult problems: modeling conflict detection, trajectory uncertainties, solving conflict inside sectors, respecting military areas constraints, coordinating aircraft between sectors, etc...

Moreover, the n-aircraft conflict resolution problem is highly combinatorial and cannot be optimally solved using classical mathematical optimization techniques. The set of admissible solutions is made of many unconnected subsets enclosing different local optima, but the subset enclosing the optimum cannot be found a priori.

In this paper, we present a conflict solver and its implementation in an Air Traffic simulator, with statistical results on real traffic in a French Sector. This solver, which takes into account real flight plans, solves every conflict inside a sector or over the French airspace on a loaded day.

Introduction

Whereas civil aviation authorities all around the world are engaging more and more controllers as the traffic increases, it seems that the available power of computers is not used and principles of control have not changed for the last 30 years: tools provided for Air Traffic Control (ATC) remain very basic, whereas aircraft are highly automated and optimized systems.

When building a new aircraft, engineers are now able to simulate the aircraft behavior before building a prototype. Many choices can thus be made before tying up expenses.

The same principle should be applied for designing future control systems or simply test minor changes on existing ones. The CATS/OPAS traffic simulator was designed to answer to this objective.

The first versions of the simulator [DA97] were able to handle conflict detection and resolution in a Free-Route context: aircraft were supposed to fly direct routes from origin to destination, the airspace was not divided in sectors, conflicting aircraft were dynamically clustered before resolution. The simulator was able to test Free Flight hypotheses but not to simulate the controller’s context and task.

A new modeling is introduced in this article to handle uncertainties on aircraft speeds, climbing and descending rates on flight plan routes.

The first part of the paper presents the state of the art for problem solvers and discusses the constraints hypothesis and goals chosen. Modeling is introduced in the second part. These two parts widely rehearse the article presented at the first USA/Europe ATM R&D Seminar in Saclay [DA97], but were added for the sake of completeness and clarity. Part three details the maneuver modeling in the flight plan routes context and brings in the conflict solver. Some examples of resolution on real traffic and statistical results are given in part four.

1 Automatic conflict resolution

1.1 State of the art

Many people have studied the two aircraft problem (for example [JHS99]) which is certainly the most frequent but the easiest to solve. Projects, as for example AERA [NFC 83, Nie89b, Nie89a] or Free-R [VNDN97] failed on the question: what happens if more than two, three, four . . . aircraft are involved in the same conflict or how can you guarantee this will never happen ?. Durand and Alliot showed [Dur96] that in such cases, conflict resolution becomes a very complex and combinatorial mathematical problem. Feron [JHOF98, EFP99] gives a method to solve n aircraft conflict but the modeling required to simplify the problem is completely unrealistic.
Other project failed on the modeling. ARC-2000 [K+89, FMT93] optimized aircraft trajectories using 4 dimensional cones and priority rules between aircraft. Optimum was not reached, and the system relied on the availability of FMS-4D for all aircraft, with no uncertainty on speeds. Zeghal [Zeg94], with reactive techniques for avoidance, gave a solution to the problem of automation which was robust to disturbance, but completely disregarded optimization. Furthermore, the modeling adopted implied a complete automation of both on board and ground systems and required speed regulation which could not be handled by human pilots and would probably be very difficult to apply to aircraft engines without damaging them.

A first approach to conflict resolution by stochastic optimization algorithms (genetic algorithms) was done by Alliot and Durand [AGS93]; more advanced results are presented in [DASF94, DAN96].

1.2 Specifications of the system

The main idea, guiding the design of the solver introduced in this paper, is to be as close as possible to the current ATC system:

Constraints: the solver has to handle the following constraints:

- Conflict free trajectories must respect both aircraft and pilot performances. Considering the evolution of ATC toward automation [DAM93], trajectories must remain simple for controllers to describe as well as for pilots to understand and follow.
- Trajectories must take into account uncertainties in aircraft speed due to winds, turbulence, unusual load, etc. Vertical speed uncertainties are particularly important.
- Flight plans must be respected as much as possible.
- Maneuver orders must be given with an advance notice to the pilot. When a maneuver has begun, it must not be called into question.

Goals: We want to achieve the following goals:

- find conflict free trajectories
- Simultaneously minimize different criteria:
  1. the number of maneuver orders
  2. the conflict resolution duration
  3. the delay due to maneuvers
- compute these trajectories in real time.

Figure 1: General architecture

Figure 2: Detailed architecture of the prototype

2 Modeling

2.1 General architecture of the system

We just sketch here the architecture of the simulator; each part will be detailed in the following sections. The system architecture is presented in figure 1 and 2. The system relies on three main processes P1, P2, and P3:

- P1 is the traffic simulator.
- P2 is in charge of conflict pair detection, clustering of pairs, and verification of new trajectories built by the solver.
- P3 is the problem solver.

P1 sends current aircraft positions and flight plans to process P2. Process P2 builds trajectories forecast for $T_w$ minutes, does conflict detection by pairs and transforms 1-to-1 conflicts in n-aircraft conflict. Then, process P3 (the problem solver) solves in parallel each cluster, as aircraft in each cluster are independent from aircraft in the other
clusters. The problem solver sends to P2 new orders and P2 builds new trajectories forecast based on these orders. Then P2 once again runs a conflict detection process to check that modified trajectories for aircraft do not interfere with aircraft in another cluster, or with new aircraft. If no interference is found, new flight orders are sent to P1. If there are interferences, interfering clusters are joined and the problem solver is used again on that (these) cluster(s). The process is iterated until no interference between clusters remains, or no new aircraft is concerned by modified trajectories. The new orders are sent back to the traffic simulator.

The above process is iterated and all trajectories are optimized each $\delta$ minutes. However, during the computation time, aircraft are flying and must know if they must change their route or not. $\delta$ should be large enough to compute a solution, send it to the pilot and let him time enough to begin the maneuver. Consequently, for each aircraft, at the beginning of the current optimization, trajectories are determined by the previous run of the problem solver and cannot be changed for the next $\delta$ minutes.

2.2 The Air Traffic simulator

One of the main goals of this project was to test the algorithms on real traffic. The Air Traffic Simulator takes as input flight plans given by companies and pilots: no pre-regulation is done neither on departure time nor on requested flight levels. Consequently, flight plans only have to be deposited $T_w$ minutes before take off.

The simulator uses a tabulated model for modeling aircraft performances: for a given aircraft type, it gives a vertical speed and a ground speed which depends on the aircraft attitude (whether it is climbing, leveled or descending). For example, a B747 leveled at FL-300 has a GS of 490 kts. If it is climbing, its GS will be 480 kts and its VS 1000 fts/min. At FL-150, values would be respectively 430, 420 and 1800. Aircraft performances are in tabulated form describing ground speed, vertical speed, and fuel burn as a function of altitude, aircraft type and flight segment (cruise, climb or descent.) The main dataset for aircraft flight performance used is the base of aircraft data (BADA) performance summary tables derived from the total energy model of EUROCONTROL. 69 different aircraft types are described. Synonym aircraft are used to model the rest of the fleet. The Airbus A320 (EA32) is used as default aircraft.

All aircraft speeds are modified by a random value to take into account uncertainties on different factors (aircraft load, winds, etc...). This value can be either computed once at aircraft activation and remains the same for all the flight, or can be modified anytime during the flight. The conflict detector and the conflict solver are impervious to the way this value is computed as long as it remains inside a given interval. Uncertainty modeling for conflict detection and resolution is discussed later in the article.

Aircraft follow classical routes (from way-point to way-point). The flight model is simple: an aircraft first climbs up to its RFL, then remains leveled till its top of descent, then descends to its destination.

Aircraft fly with a time step that can be chosen at the start of the simulation. The time step is always chosen in order to guarantee that two aircraft face to face flying at 500 kts could not cross without being closer than one standard separation at at least one time step. For most of our simulation, we use a 15s time step.

2.3 Conflict detection and clustering

2.3.1 Trajectory forecast and 1-to-1 conflict detection

As described above, the P2 process does trajectory prediction for $T_w$ minutes. This trajectory prediction is done again by a simulation on a slightly modified version of the Air Traffic simulator. But, as stated above, we assume that there is an error about the aircraft’s future location because of ground speed prediction uncertainties$^1$. The uncertainties on climbing and descending rates are even more important. As the conflict free trajectory must be robust regarding these and many other uncertainties, an aircraft is represented by a point at the initial time. But the point becomes a line segment in the uncertainty direction (the speed direction here, see figure 3). The first point of the line “flies” at the maximum possible speed, and the last point at the minimum possible speed.

$^1$Uncertainties on ground track will not be considered, as they do not increase with time and will be included in the standard separation.
When changing direction on a beacon, the heading of the line segment’s "fastest point" changes as described on figure 3.

To check the standard separation at time $t$, we compute the distance between the two line segments modeling the aircraft positions and compare it to the standard separation at each time step of the simulation.

In the vertical plane, we use a cylindrical modeling (figure 3). Each aircraft has a mean altitude, a maximal altitude and a minimal altitude. To check if two aircraft are in conflict, the minimal altitude of the higher aircraft is compared to the maximal altitude of the lower aircraft.

Let’s take an example. A B747 is leaving its departing airport (altitude 0) at $t = 0$. Its climb rate is 1800 ft/s and its ground speed is 175 kts. If we suppose that ground speed uncertainty is 5% and vertical speed uncertainty 20%, maximal and minimal climb rate are $1800 \times 1.2 = 2160$ ft/s and $1800 \times 0.8 = 1440$ ft/s and ground speeds are respectively 184 and 166 kts. This means that 15 s later, the fastest and higher point has traveled 0.76 Nm and 540 ft while the slowest and lowest has only traveled 0.69 Nm and 360 ft. But this time, when computing maximal and minimal speeds, the difference of altitude of both points must be taken into account. At 540 ft/s, the tabulated model gives a standard ground speed of 197 kts, so max ground speed is $197 \times 1.2 = 237$ kts. At 360 ft/s, standard ground speed is 189 kts, with a minimal ground speed of 151 kts. So, the height of the segment grows much faster than the 20% factor for some aircraft.

Duration $T_{p}$ can be changed, but must be at least equal to $2 \times \delta$. A good evaluation of $T_{p}$ is difficult. With a perfect trajectory prediction, the larger $T_{p}$, the better. However, this is not true as soon as uncertainties are included in the model. A large value of $T_{p}$ induces a large number of 1-to-1 conflict, as sizes of segments modeling aircraft positions grow quickly with time. Therefore, the conflict solver can become saturated.

### 2.3.2 Clustering

After pair detection, P2 does a clustering which is a transitive closing on all pairs. Each equivalence class for the relation “is in conflict with”, is a cluster.

For example, if aircraft $A$, $B$ are in conflict in the $T_{w}$ window, and if $B$ is also in conflict with $C$ in the same time window, then $A$, $B$, $C$ is the same cluster and will be solved globally by the conflict solver.

The conflict solver sends back to P2 maneuvers orders for solving conflicts. Then P2 computes new trajectories for all aircraft and checks if new interferences appear. For example, if the new trajectory given to aircraft $B$ to solve conflict with $A$ and $C$ interferes with cluster $D$, $E$ and with aircraft $F$, then $A$, $B$, $C$, $D$, $E$, $F$ will be sent back to the problem solver as one conflict to solve.

The process will always converge: in the worst case, P3 will have to solve a very large cluster including all aircraft present in the next $T_{w}$ minutes. However, this technique is usually efficient as a very large number of clusters can be solved very quickly in parallel.

### 3 The conflict solver

#### 3.1 Maneuver modeling

In the horizontal plane, classical maneuvers given to aircraft are heading deviation. In the simulator, 10, 20 or 30 degrees deviations will be allowed. The deviation starts on a virtual beacon created on the route (see figure ??). This beacon is defined by the position of the head of the segment at some time $t_0$. It ends on a second virtual beacon, position of the head of the segment at time $t_1$. An angle criteria is defined to find on which beacon the modified and initial routes should connect.

A maneuver will be determined by:

- $t_0$ which defines the first virtual beacon $B_0$.
- the deviation angle $\alpha$.
- $t_1$ which defines the second virtual beacon $B_1$.

In the vertical plane, the aircraft trajectory is divided in 4 periods (figure 5):

- Climbing period. In this period, aircraft can be leveled at a lower than requested flight level to solve a conflict. The aircraft climb is stopped at flight level
CLIMBING CRUISING END OF CRUISING DESCENDING

Figure 5: Vertical maneuver modeling.

Figure 6: Vertical maneuver during the climbing period.

$FL_0$ and starts again on a virtual beacon $B_1$ as stated on figure 6. $FL_0$ and $B_1$ are defined by the position of the head of the uncertainty segment at time $t_0$ and $t_1$.

- Cruising period. When aircraft have reached their desired flight level, they may be moved to the nearest lower level to resolve a conflict. Aircraft starts descending when reaching a virtual beacon $B_0$ and starts climbing at $B_1$ ($\alpha = 0$, $B_0$ and $B_1$ are defined by the position of the head of the uncertainty segment at time $t_0$ and $t_1$). An example of maneuver is represented on figure 7.

- End of Cruising period. When aircraft are about 50 nautical miles from beginning their descent to destination, they may be moved to a lower level to resolve a conflict. Aircraft start descending on $B_0$ and are leveled at $FL_1$ ($\alpha = 0$) (see figure 8). $B_0$ and $FL_1$ are defined by the position of the head of the uncertainty segment at time $t_0$ and $t_1$.

- Descending period. During this period no vertical maneuver is possible.

Figure 7: Vertical maneuver during the cruising period.

Figure 8: Vertical maneuver during the end of cruising period.
No maneuver will be simultaneously done in the horizontal and vertical plane. This model has the great advantage of reducing the size of the problem. In order to solve conflict due to aircraft taking off or entering the airspace simultaneously at the same point, a variable of delay $t_d$ is introduced.

For a conflict involving $n$ aircraft, the dimension of the search space is $4n$. This will allow us to solve very difficult conflicts with many aircraft without investigating a large solution space.

### 3.2 Maneuver decision time

Because of uncertainties, a conflict that is detected early before it could occur may finally not happen. Consequently, deciding to move an aircraft in that case could sometimes be useless, and could even generate other conflicts that would not occur if no maneuver had been decided. This explains why controllers do not solve conflicts too early. With the turning point modeling, when there is no uncertainty, the earlier the maneuver is started, the lower the delay. However, if speed is not strictly maintained, the earlier the conflict is detected, the lower the probability it will actually happen. Thus, a compromise must be reached between the delay generated and the risk of conflict.

### 3.3 Choosing the model

Initially, aircraft are allowed to use their flight plan routes.

If we do not want to call into question previous maneuvers and be able to solve very large conflicts, we must try to start maneuvers as late as possible with respect to the aircraft constraints. This argument is enforced by the fact that we allow aircraft to have large uncertainties on their speeds.\(^2\)

For example, the first trajectory of figure 9, at $t = 0$, cannot be modified before $t = \delta$. At the end of the first optimization run, at $t = \delta$, the current position of the aircraft is updated. The maneuver that occurred between $t = \delta$ and $t = 2\delta$ is kept as a constraint for the second optimization run (on the example, no maneuver is decided). In the above example, we can see that the maneuver described on line 2 (resulting from an optimization at $t = \delta$) is more penalizing than the maneuver described on line 3 (resulting from an optimization at $t = 2\delta$). This phenomenon occurs because of uncertainties. If uncertainties on speed are important, having a small $\delta$ will be very helpful to minimize the resolution costs in the real time situation.

Pilots should only be given maneuver orders that will not be modified; if no conflict occurs, no order will be given.

### 3.4 The function to optimize

One of the principal algorithm design challenges is to define a suitable function to optimize. A multiple-criteria function is required that simultaneously attempts to:

- minimize the delay due to deviations imposed on aircraft.
- minimize the total number of resolution maneuvers required and the total number of aircraft that will be moved\(^3\).
- minimize the maneuver duration so that aircraft are freed as soon as possible for maneuvers that may be necessary subsequently.
- enforce all separation constraints between aircraft.

Instead of considering a single scalar value that takes into account the different lengthenings of trajectories, the number of maneuvers and the conflicts between the aircraft, the contributions from each separate aircraft pair are

\(^2\)We do not plan to solve conflicts by speed modifications. Theoretical study shows that optimal En Route conflict resolution by speed modifications would require large anticipation time (anticipation time depends on different parameters such as angle of convergence, speed margins for each aircraft, standard separation etc; more details can be found in [Dur96]). This is quite unrealistic due to aircraft speed uncertainties.

\(^3\)Thus, instead of sharing the global delay on all the aircraft, some aircraft will support a part of the delay and others will not.
maintained in a matrix $F$ of size $n \times n$ (where $n$ is the number of aircraft):

- If $i < j$, $F_{i,j}$ measures the conflict between aircraft $i$ and $j$ in the optimization time window $T_w$. It is set to 0 if no conflict occurs in this period and increases with the severity of the conflict. At each time step $t$, we compute $C_{t,i,j}$ as the difference (when positive) of the standard separation and the distance between the polygons $i$ and $j$ describing aircraft $i$ and $j$ position at time $t$. These values are added and give a measure of the conflict between $i$ and $j$.

$$F_{i,j} = \sum_{t=0}^{\text{total time}} (C_{t,i,j})$$

- If $i > j$, $F_{i,j}$ measures the efficiency of the resolution between aircraft $i$ and $j$. It is set to 0 if no conflict can happen between $i$ and $j$ after the optimization time window $T_w$. If a conflict may remain after this period, $F_{i,j}$ gives a bad mark to pairs of aircraft for which the difference of heading and speed are small (these conflicts are difficult to solve).

$$F_{i,i} = C_d t_d$$

$$+ C_s (t_1 - t_0)$$

$$+ C_m [(t_0 \leq 2 \delta) & (t_1 > t_0)]$$

This matrix contains much more information than a scalar global value $F$, and is useful in the optimization algorithm used.

However, a global scalar value is required, and can be defined as follows:

$$\exists(i,j), i \neq j, F_{i,j} \neq 0 \Rightarrow F = \frac{1}{2 + \sum_{i \neq j} F_{i,j}}$$

$$\forall(i,j), i \neq j, F_{i,j} = 0 \Rightarrow F = \frac{1}{2 + \sum_{i\geq j} F_{i,j}}$$

The choice of this function guarantees that if the value is larger than $\frac{1}{2}$, no conflict occurs in the optimization time window. If a conflict remains, the function does not take into account the delays induced by maneuvers. When the value is smaller than $\frac{1}{2}$, maximizing the function minimizes the remaining conflicts. When the value is larger than $\frac{1}{2}$, maximizing the function minimizes the possible remaining conflicts after the optimization time window, the number of maneuvers, their duration, and the delays induced by maneuvers. When no conflict and no maneuver occurs, the function is equal to 1.

3.5 A global optimization problem

Use of local methods, such as gradient for example, is useless here, because these methods rely on the arbitrary choice of a starting point. Each connected component may contain one or several local optima, and we can easily understand that the choice of the starting point in one of these components cannot lead by a local method to an optimum in another component. We can thus expect only a local optimum.

3.6 Genetic Algorithms applied to conflict resolution

Genetic algorithms (GAs) are global stochastic optimization technics that mimic natural evolution. They were initially developed by John Holland [Hol75] in the sixties. The subject of this paper is not GAs and the interested reader should read the appropriate literature on the subject [Gol89]. The general principles are given on figure 10. Genetic algorithms are a very powerful tool, because
they do not require much information and are able to find many different optima that can be presented to a human operator.

Moreover, we know much about the function to optimize and this information can be used to create adapted crossover [DAN96] and mutation operators, an other advantage of GAs over other optimization technics.

Genetic algorithms are very efficient for solving global combinatorial optimization problems but are not very efficient for solving local searches with a good precision. Consequently, in the last generation of the genetic algorithm, a local optimization method is used to improve the best solution of each chromosome class defined above: a simple hill-climbing algorithm is applied to the best chromosome at the end of the GA run.

4 Results

We present here examples of resolution that illustrate the performance of the algorithm. These examples were computed on a Pentium III 933. In the following, the time window for prediction is fixed at 12 minutes ($T_w = 12$ mn) and an optimization is computed every 3 minutes ($\delta = 3$ mn).

No uncertainty is considered in the following examples. Implementation of the uncertainty modeling is still in progress for the moment. The final version of the paper will include uncertainty parameters.

4.1 Example of Two-Aircraft Conflict

In this first application (see figure 11), at 15:06:00 UT a conflict is detected between two aircraft numbered 6744 and 6648. Aircraft 6744 is descending from Flight Level 350 to its destination and aircraft 6648 is flying at FL 230. The conflict appears near the beacon. To solve the conflict, aircraft 6648 is turned left (30 degrees) on a point created 14 nm before the beacon. A second turning point is created at a distance of 9 nm from the first one. After the second turning point aircraft is directed to the next beacon of its flight plan.

4.2 Complex conflict involving 4 aircraft

In this example, at 05:45:00 UT, 3 aircraft are cruising at FL 370 and one is cruising at FL 350. Aircraft 2298 is first in conflict with aircraft 1057, then in conflict with aircraft 82. It cannot be moved vertically because of aircraft 238 cruising at FL 350. Three horizontal maneuvers (figure 12) are given to aircraft 2298, 82 and 238.

4.3 A complete test

First simulations have been done with the new modeling without uncertainties. Simulations with uncertainties will be available within six month. A complete experiment done with unregulated flight plans of the 21th of May 1999 is described here. It involves 7540 aircraft over France. We only detect and solve conflicts above 10000 feet, as we are only interested in En Route conflicts. Aircraft entering Paris TMA control area are sequenced on the TMA entry points, but no control is done inside the TMA. Slots are given to aircraft in order to prevent simultaneous take off and landing.

When running this one day test with a very basic conflict detection algorithm (only actual conflicts are detected, with no uncertainty on speed) and with no conflict resolution, 2758 conflicts are detected with flight plan routes and 1803 conflicts are detected with direct routes. The mean flight duration is 51 minutes with flight plan routes and 46 minutes with direct routes.

When running the complete simulation with detection and resolution, fixing $\delta = 3$ minutes and $T_w = 12$ minutes, the P2 process finds 8025 clusters of different size (see figure 1. There is no unsolved cluster and consequently no conflict remains.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster size</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Cluster size

Only 1970 aircraft are given 2551 maneuvers which represents 1.3 maneuver per aircraft. The mean duration of a maneuver is 2mn14s. Details on maneuvers are given in table 2.

The mean maneuver duration per maneuvered aircraft is 45s which represents 1.47% of the flight duration. Maneuvered aircraft are delayed of 19s on average. The global mean delay is 4s.
Figure 11: Conflict resolution at time 15:06:00 UT

Figure 12: 05:45 UT - 4 aircraft conflict before resolution
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>type</th>
<th>number</th>
<th>mean duration</th>
<th>max duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>vert</td>
<td>575</td>
<td>2mn 38s</td>
<td>22mn 15s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10^0$</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>2mn 16s</td>
<td>14mn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$20^0$</td>
<td>555</td>
<td>2mn 31s</td>
<td>21mn 15s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$30^0$</td>
<td>1222</td>
<td>1mn 55s</td>
<td>13mn 15s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Maneuvers repartition.

With direct routes, the number of maneuvers falls to 1667 and the number of maneuvered aircraft is 1373. The mean maneuver duration per maneuvered aircraft is 18s which represents 0.67% of the flight duration. Maneuvered aircraft are delayed of 12s on average. The global mean delay is 2s.

4.4 Further work:

Within the next six month, results with the uncertainty modeling will be available and added in the article.

The next step will include in the modeling the division of airspace into sectors. Clusters will have to be solved inside sectors and a coordination process should be defined.

The modeling should also take into account military zones.

5 Conclusion

The conflict solver introduced in this paper is a step toward simulation of en route control.

The goal of this work was to show that previous work done on automatic traffic resolution could help designing a controlled traffic simulator that could lead to the development of future ATC systems.

The simulator remains small in size (5000 lines of code in Caml language).
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